Omnicell RDX Essential

Omnicell RDX Essential
Automation that makes sure you have the right medication
at the right time and in the right place within your pharmacy.

Omnicell RDX Essential is the smallest robotic
dispensing system that Omnicell have in their
portfolio. The system ensures the ongoing, seamless
storage and safe dispensing of medication.
Medication is sorted, stacked, stored and then
picked by the robotic dispensing system reducing
the risk of picking errors. This means no more
grabbing items off a shelf that may have been put
back in the wrong place when you are in a hurry or
spending hours on operational tasks like managing
stock rotation. This system offers many of the
functions available on the larger robots but requires
less space to improve your pharmacy workflow.
The bespoke system offers automation with
minimum manual input and can fit into any space
or area in your pharmacy.

Key benefits for your pharmacy and patients:
• P
 harmacy time saved and reinvested into
patient care – pharmacy staff no longer spend their
time on operational and repetitive tasks
like searching for medication, manual picking
or managing stock rotation. The robot does
these tasks for you.

• T
 he robot can generate reports on stock and usage –
these reports can be produced in real time. No more
stock counting is needed and stock can be ordered
when required. This allows more time for you to spend
with the patients to support and build relationships as
well as to upsell other services.

• Improved inventory control and savings the robot automation enables you to keep
track of expiry dates, manage medication by FIFO
and allows you to track slow moving items and
eliminate waste. These practices will help your
pharmacy save money.

• T
 he automation makes sure you have the right
medication at the right time and in the right place
within your pharmacy - medicines are available
immediately for dispensing and you can provide a
faster, safer service to your customers. This in return
improves customer satisfaction and long-term
retention.

• Improved patient safety – medication is sorted,
stacked, stocked and picked by the robot.
This eliminates the chance of human error and
significantly reduces the chance of picking errors.
• Improve workflow and efficiency - the automation
will allow you to dispense more and produce
prescriptions faster, allowing you to increase
revenue by investing more time in patient
interactions and paid for consultations.
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• P
 urposely designed for smaller pharmacies – RDX
Essentials offers a very small footprint and requires
less space in your pharmacy compared to other
models. The RDX Essential is available in seven
different lengths and three heights so there is a robot
available to suit your pharmacy’s needs.
• S
 upports hub and spoke model to improve
efficiency and reduce costs.
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The Omnicell RDX Essential offers many of the
functions available on the larger robots but requires
less space to improve your pharmacy workflow.

Specification
Variable lengths:
4m, 5m, 6m, 7m, 8m, 9m and 10m

The Omnicell RDX Essential is available in seven different
lengths and three different heights. Only the front of the RDX
Essential needs to be accessible, the main body of the robot
can be placed through a wall into any available space behind
the pharmacy area.

Variable heights: 2.5m, 2.75m and 3.m
Fixed width: 1.61 m

The size of the robot is available to suit every
location, workflow and your pharmacy’s needs.
HEIGHT
3m
2.75m
2.5m
+1m
+1m

+1m

+1m
WIDTH
1.61m

+1m

+1m

LENGTH
4m

System and design implementation – we don’t just sell you a system
Our team of experts will work closely with you to
design lean processes. They will develop a solution
which complements and supports your processes
by ensuring you have the right systems in the right
locations. They will also ensure that the system is
easy to use yet effective so you can achieve the most
from it and maximise your return on investment.
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Call us today for more information or to arrange
a free survey at your pharmacy. Omnicell are also
inviting pharmacies to visit the Customer Experience
Centre at Omnicell’s headquarters in Manchester to
meet their team of experts and learn how Omnicell’s
automated solutions can help to improve patient
safety and efficiencies.

